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FAD IN :

EXT. THE DESERT-EGYPT-DAY

Bird view for the black Van while crossing the desert . 
The black Van is crossing over few hills of the Egyptian desert , the 
Van's wheels are causing one extended sandy storm while pushing the 
Van forward , GEORGE 30s , is holding his GPS and glancing outside 
the Van , MAXIM 50s , is driving the Van .

INT.THE VAN-THE DESERT-EGYPT-DAY

George looks at Maxim while still holding his GPS tracker .

                              GEORGE
                   What the hell Yuri is doing here ?!.

Maxim keeps looking forward .
                              
                             MAXIM
                   Yuri likes fishing a lot ! .

                             GEORGE
                        (shocked)
                   What?!
Maxim smiles .

EXT.THE DESERT-EGYPT-DAY

Bird view for the black Van while crossing the desert .

EXT.THE ENTRANCE GATE- YURI'S FORT -THE EGYPTIAN DESERT- DAY
 
GENERAL ABDUL FATAH starts to whip the dust over his suit before 
standing up and walking forward out of one small security post while 
pulling the ironic chain which is locked around his ankle .
Abdul Fatah starts to stop the approaching Van before the entrance 
gate of Yuri’s fort .

Maxim looks sadly at Abdul Fatah while handing him his access 
permission , Abdul Fatah who's checking the access permission hands 
it back to Maxim before firmly saluting him .
                       
                             MAXIM 
                   Excuse me , are you the … .
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                             ABDUL FATAH
                       (nodding)
                   Yes I'm general Abdul Fatah the
                   leader of the military coup ! .

Maxim pushes the gasoline pedal and moving the Van into the other 
side of the first security gate .
                                             
                             ABDUL FATAH
                        (shouting)
                   Tell Yuri that I'm going to kill him .
                   I'll kill you Yuri , I'll kill you .

INT. THE VAN-THE DESERT-EGYPT-DAY
Maxim and George start looking at each other before they break into 
loud laughs . 

 


